= 0.
The natural generalization of this result is the conjecture that if /\" M can be generated by q elements, then Ap+Q M=0. It is doubtful that this is true; however, we do have the following. We shall prove that f?+i(/\p+«Af) = 0 (¿=1,2,...), which implies Ap+" Af=0. It suffices to prove
is contained in a submodule of A" A/ generated by q pure /»-vectors J'i=J;a A • ■ • AJip (i= 1,..., 9). We resort to "abuse of language" to save notation in the calculation that follows: The main result of this section, the theorem below, settles several conjectures of H. Osborn. Then <Jlf, xii} = si, </", xik} = 0 (k*j). Set f=fa a • ■ ■ Afip e AP M*. Then
Also by a simple determinant computation, (fi, z f\yi¡)=s¥~1(fij, z>.
The key to the whole proof is the following Proof.
ii</, e> = </, ii«) = if, xù = if, Lemma 7. For each g e f\p M*, g = {g, eyf.
Proof. It suffices to prove this for g pure, g=gxA ■■■ AgP. By Lemma 4, slgk = IJ <gk, *«>/y. Multiply these together: sfg = <g, xdfi = (g, e)Sif.
Multiply by ax and sum to complete the proof. Lemma 8. For each i, sxf=s\f.
Proof. sxfi = (Sifi, *>/=</" s,e>/=</" xt>f=s?f.
Proof of (ii), Theorem 3. By Lemma 7,/spans Ap Af*. By Lemma 6, if cf=0, then c = c(f, e} = 0, hence/is free, Ap A7* is free of rank one with basis/ Proof of (iii), Theorem 3. By Lemma 6, /-> generator of (f\p A/)*, so the map is an isomorphism.
Lemma 9. The natural map M -> M** is injective.
Proof. Suppose zeM and g(z)=0 for all g e M*. By the first formula in Lemma 5, z=0.
To complete the proof of (iv) we must study the homomorphisms of M* induced by the xtj. Let sé(g) = 2 <*. %>^C/ií) = 2 WiMM i j
Hence the first formula of Lemma 10; the second formula easily follows. Proof of (iv), Theorem 3. The map M->M** is injective by Lemma 9 and surjective by Lemma 10 (since xtj -*■ </>XJ), hence is an isomorphism. Now we prepare for the proofs of (v) and (vi). The cases r=0, r=p are trivial. By Theorem 3, M is projective; but M is not free unless Sp is parallelizable, i.e., p= 1, 3, or 7. Our work above shows that each real analytic one-form on S" can be written 2/ dx¡ where/ e R. (This is not obvious because the elements of Af are cross sections of the bundle of one-forms at all points of Sp.) Similar remarks apply to any real analytic manifold which is orientable and is a submanifold of euclidean space. An algebraic model may be constructed as follows. Let 5 be a ring and R = S[r, s, t] subject to r2+s2 + t2= 1. Let M=Rx+Ry+Rz subject to rx + sy + tz=0. Then A2 Af has the basis e = ryAz + szAx + txAy so Af is projective; but Af is not free.
A similar example is obtained from the ring R = S [a, b, c, r, s, t] subject to the single relation ar + bs + ct= 1. The module is M=Rx + Ry + Rz with the generating relation rx + sy + tz = 0. The element e = ayAz + bzax + cxAy is a basis of f\2 M, so Af is projective ; but M is not free.
To see that e is a basis, first observe by the defining relations that x a y = te, y a z = re, z a x = se, hence e generates A2 Af. Next the map £: x2 M-> R given by ax a2 a3 F(axX + a2y + a3z,ßxX+ß2y+ß3z)= ßx ß2 ß3 r s t is well defined and is alternating bilinear, hence defines £: A2 Af'-> R. But F(e) = 1, hence e is free. The proof that Af is not free is more complicated.
